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Rajasthan and Gujarat are the colorful and charming states of India. These states are located in
western part of India and favorite destinations for many tourists in the world. Both the places are rich
in culture that never fails to impress the visitors.

There are many people who love to visit royal Rajasthan and Gujarat together during vacations.
Both the states are attractive destinations for holidays. If you are planning your vacations to
Rajasthan and Gujarat then getting holiday packages for these states will give you an incredible
experience for sure.

The land of kings that is â€œRajasthanâ€• is the most visited states of India. The beautiful attractions of this
place make it a popular holiday destination. The state has majestic forts, palaces, monuments,
desert landscapes, exotic wildlife, fairs and festivals and delicious Rajasthani cuisines. Besides this,
it consists of numerous cities among which Jaipur, Udaipur, Jodhpur and Jaisalmer are the major
cities. Jaipur is the pink city often crowded by the foreigners.

Jaipur tourism offers the visitors to see the stunning ancient palaces and forts. Staying at heritage
hotels in Jaipur further gives a rewarding experience. Udaipur is the city of lakes and palaces.
Jodhpur is famous for its monuments and Jaisalmer is the golden city having some of the Jain
temples. Apart from this, to experience the local culture of Rajasthan, take safari tour here. Enjoy
the camel and elephant ride as well in this state.

Gujarat is an important territory that forms the ancient Indus valley civilization. This state is rich in
customs and tradition besides culture that makes it popular state of India like Rajasthan. This place
is one of the famous holiday destinations in India. People from every part of the world love to visit
Gujarat during vacations.

If you are in Gujarat then some of the major tourist places which you must visit are Ahmedabad,
Jamnagar, Vadodara, Surat and Patan. Furthermore, the folk dance during the festive season of
Navaratri that is Garba dance is worth watching here. The Garba night is perhaps the special
attraction of this place. Travel to Gujarat to enjoy in this colorful state of India.

In order to have wonderful holiday trip, get your Rajasthan holiday packages and also for Gujarat
from Travel hot. It provides many benefits to its customers. You do not have to go anywhere. Just
book it online and enjoy your holidays with your loved ones.
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